AIRplus® Ergofeed System
AIRplus® Ergofeed for Efficient and Ergonomic Packing Processes

ERGONOMIC AND PRODUCTIVE
The AIRplus® Ergofeed system makes packaging more productive than ever before. The compact solution supports and centralizes the process of adding padding material: the AIRplus® Ergofeed increases productivity by automatically dispensing and detaching air cushions. Individual adjustment of the inclination and height of the AIRplus® Ergofeed guarantees ergonomic packing processes at all time.

PRACTICAL ON-DEMAND FUNCTION
Available in the Advanced and Premium models, the AIRplus® Ergofeed system not only dispenses air cushions at a very high speed, but also in line with your specific requirements – optimally coordinated with the shipping goods. The employee simply specifies the desired number of air cushions to be dispensed and detached at the press of a button or automatically (on demand) following removal of the air cushions. The AIRplus® Ergofeed system is also available as a lift or container system for tailored integration into any packaging line.

AIRplus® Ergofeed System Premium: Even More Flexible
The Premium variation also boasts configurable fast-access buttons and a touchscreen, with which the entire system can be managed.

An Overview of the Ergofeed System Benefits

- Increased productivity and higher degree of automation
- Compact system for optimal use of space
- Processes different air cushion variations: AIRplus® Bubble, AIRplus® Wrap, and AIRplus® Cushion
- Versatile - thanks to the Advanced and Premium options
- Lift or container system for all requirements
- Practical accessories for individual system control

Roller conveyor not included.